
The Benefits of Non-Marking Rubber Tracks

Akin to non-marking forklift tires, non-marking rubber tracks prove beneficial in a variety of residential, 
commercial and industrial applications.

Non-marking rubber tracks are useful in settings where you must cross hard surfaces without marking, such as 
new construction areas, sidewalks, driveways and coated floors. These tracks still offer superior grip and 
durable construction.

Other benefits of non-marking rubber tracks include:

Cleanliness
Improved work efficiency
Better operator comfort
Versatility

Cleanliness

In workspaces where you must keep pristine floors clean and clear, outfitting machinery with rubber tracks is 
ideal. Traditional rubber tracks leave stubborn black tread marks and may damage surface finishes. This creates 
excess and unnecessary cleanup and refinishing work for the crews.

A unique composition sets non-marking tracks apart from standard rubber components. Non-marking tracks are 
made from a distinct composition of rubber and chemicals. McLaren rubber tracks feature innovative SpoolRite 
Belting Technology™, where a steel cable runs through the track to guard against wear and tear. McLaren 
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tracks are also formulated with Advanced Rubber Compound, which reinforces the track for optimal durability 
and reliability.

Improved Work Efficiency

An impressive benefit of non-marking tracks is their ability to improve performance and efficiency. No pressure 
washing of the surface needed after the job is performed. Best of all, this benefit is applicable across a variety of 
worksites, from flat-floored warehouses to turbulent terrains on construction sites. Their durability stems 
primarily from their unique composition. Workers can depend on these tracks to perform optimally and get the 
job done.

Operator Comfort

Due to their ability to dramatically reduce vibrations, non-marking terrapin pattern rubber tracks offer a more 
comfortable ride for operators. This allows operators to spend more time on their machinery and keep their 
focus on the task at hand rather than on their pain or discomfort. In turn, operator comfort increases productivity.

Learn more about McLaren non-marking terrapin rubber tracks by contacting a McLaren Industries 
representative. Request a quote or contact us at (800) 836-0040.
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